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. Apr 29, 2014 . I had seen an article that said Covergirl drops Ellen, and Ellen has been lying to
her fans for years. I couldn't click on the link, because I was in . Dec 3, 2014 . Eva Mendes just
got an education from Ellen DeGeneres: Do not lie on national TV, because one particular funny
lady is not about to forget.Mar 26, 2015 . Ellen DeGeneres' relationship with longtime life partner
Portia de Rossi is doing just fine! The beloved television host admits that she doesn't . Jul 7,
2013 . And now it's clear why Ellen DeGeneres poses as the perfect. Ellen DeGeneres stepped
out make-up free to go furniture shopping in . Jan 6, 2015 . The actor explains why he falsely told
David Letterman he got engaged.Nov 25, 2013 . I don't know, I don't lie. I'm probably the most
honest person you'll ever meet -- to a fault, like, I-will-hurt-your-feelings honest. I'm sure if I lied .
Ellen DeGeneres fan? Can you prove it? Here's a test then, smarty pants. Our top 10 things you
didn't know about Ellen (and one lie!).Get all your Ellen DeGeneres news and gossip here!After
keeping her sexuality a secret for years, comedian Ellen DeGeneres says Ellen is a prime
example of what good can come from stepping out of the lie of .
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available right now. Please try again later. Published on Mar 6, 2014. ellen degeneres .
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